
Hungry, hungry hippos 
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Directions:
- Two teams on either side of the draw circle 
- One player from each team goes in and 

picks up one ground ball and brings back to 
their team 

-  As soon as she crosses the line, next player 
may enter 

- Whichever team ends up with most balls at 
the end wins  

Ages: 2nd- 4th grade 



Scoop through drill 
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● Lines of 3-4 players 
● Each player has a ball
● Ball starts with a pass to the coach from the first player in line
● Coach places ball on ground, and their stick on top of the ball
● Player must work on running through and scooping the ball 
● Picks up ground ball and goes to back of the line 

Ages:  2nd- 4th grade 



Not in my house- ground ball drill 
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Directions: 
- Equal amount of balls  scattered on either side 
- Team has to work on picking up ground ball and rolling it to opposite side
- Team with the least balls on their side after the given time wins!! 

Ages: 2nd- 5th grade 



Butt Ball
Directions: 
1. Partner up 
2. Go back to back/butt to butt with the ball in between each player 
3. On coach’s whistle, box out for the ball 

a. Create a competition! 



Communication ground balls 
Directions: 

- Two lines 
- Balls with coach to roll out 
- One player is scooping up the ball yelling “GOT BALL”; other player is saying “GOT HELP”
- “GOT HELP” player gets immediate pass after the ground ball, working on their space, being an 

outlet option, (and boxing out if defense is added)

Variations:  
- Three lines - two are competing for the ball, one is the outlet 
- Four lines - two are going for the ball, two are the outlet 

- Always saying “I got ball; i got help” 
- Don’t give them assigned positions (got ball/got help/ got outlet) - have them call it out 

themselves 

Ages: 2nd- 5th 



The two whistle ground ball game 
Directions: 

● 1v1 ground balls 
● First whistle releases players; second whistle, player can get 

the ball
● Working on boxing out until the second whistle is blown 

Focus:  
● Boxing out, positioning self for ground ball; (can 

kick to keep in front of you, but don’t turn into 
just always kicking the ball as the drill) 

● Getting low for ground ball 

Age: 4th-8th grade 

GROUND BALLS
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Not in my house
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Directions: 
- Equal amount of balls  scattered on either side 
- Each team picks up ground balls and rolls the ball to opposite side
- Team with the least balls on their side after the given time wins! 

Ages: 2nd- 5th grade 



Competitive ground balls 
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Directions:  
-All balls with coach 
-Two lines on either side of the coach

Variations: 
- 1v1
- 2v2 with a pass
- 3v2 (man up or double team)
- 3v3 with two passes
- Start on your stomach or facing the coach 
- Ground balls to goal
- Ground balls to an outlet pass 



1v1 Ground balls to goal 

Objective: To work on a 50/50 ground ball pick up and an 
immediate pass for a shot on goal.

Directions: 
1. 2 lines at the side of the cage on the goal line 

extended; 1 line on the opposite side of the cage 
2. The coach rolls the ball out and whichever 

player gains possession must get a good pass 
off to the attacker cutting across crease for a 
shot

3. The player who does not gain possession 
becomes the defender, not allowing an easy 
pass and a low angle shot!

Levels: 4th - 8th 



1v1v1 ground balls 
Directions: 

● Coach rolls ball out for a 1v1v1
● Who ever gets the ball must outlet to 

coach, other two players are DOUBLE 
TEAMING right away 

● Must run out of a double for a clean 
pass

Goals:
● GRIT on 50/50 balls
● Protecting when two defenders are on you 
● Getting out of double teams 
● Double team positioning 

OUTLET to 
coach 2



Double team ground balls 

Directions
1. Attack gets released first for the ground ball
2. Two defenders behind are released for the 

double team

Objective:
● Attack is working on passing to a coach outlet 

while under pressure 
● Defense is working on double team turnover and 

their positioning



Gritty Ground balls 
● A version of 1v1 competitive ground balls, but with a few twists:  

○ 1- The ball is not necessarily rolled to them, but may be bounce passes 
or in the air

○ 2- Competition of who can get the most points.  (Whoever wins the most 
1v1 points gets to lead stretching? Pick the next drill? Whatever is 
valuable to them!  Add in competition to get their spark)

● Emphasizing the gritty aspect of winning ground balls: running through full 
speed, boxing out, and the determination to win the ball

● Start by asking them to define grit/ explaining it to them


